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Lucio Dalla, Sophia Loren and Enrico Caruso: the faces of the Tvboy mural
dedicated to Sorrento
SORRENTO - Tvboy, professional name of Salvatore Benintende, the street artist
from Palermo and exponent of the NeoPop movement, entrusts Lucio Dalla, Sophia
Loren and Enrico Caruso, the faces of his mural created at the entrance of the town
hall, opposite the cloister and the church of San Francesco. The event is combined
with the opening of the second edition of Sorrento Young Art, an international
exhibition dedicated to contemporary art.
The artist of Palermo origin who has been transplanted for some time in Spain,
Salvatore Benintende, is the author of the postural mural, appeared in the center of
Rome with the leaders of the Lega, Matteo Salvini, and the Movimento 5 Stelle,
Luigi Di Maio . The opera, entitled "Amor populi" has caused quite a stir throughout
the Talia. On the same night the artist also created two other murals, one dedicated to
Totti with the former captain of Rome in the role of a new San Francesco of football
and the other with the leader of Fratelli d'Italia, Giorgia Meloni, in dressed as a
humanitarian volunteer with a colored baby in her arms.
For the occasion, the starred chef Giuseppe Aversa, owner of Il Buco di Sorrento, has
created a welcome cocktail. The exhibition is curated by the SyArt Cultural
Association, which, after the success of the first edition and in agreement with the
Municipality of Sorrento and the Sorrento Foundation, has decided to extend the
duration of the exhibition until May 13th. Among the novelties of this year a shared
artistic direction, entrusted to Paolo Feroce and Rossella Savarese; a Range Rover
Evoque that becomes «Art Car» thanks to an exclusive wrapping; a cover of
«Arbiter» created by the winner of the Fata Verde Praemium.

